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A language L over the finite alphabet X is reflective if uv ~L implies vu ~L. 
In this paper we consider the class of codes C over X such that C or C* is 
reflective. In particular, we give conditions for a code C to be of the form Y~, 
where yk is the set of all words of length k over a subset Y of X. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a monoid with identity 1 and let A be a subset of M. For every a, 
let A -" a = {(x, y) [ xay ~ A}. The relation PA defined by aPnb iff A " a = 
A "- b is a congruence of M, called the principal congruence determined by A. 
I f  PA is the equality, then A is called a disjunctive set. The subset A is called 
reflective if ab ~ A implies ba E A .  
Let X be a finite alphabet and let X*  be the free monoid generated by X, 
where 1 denotes the empty word. Two words w 1 and w 2 in X* are said to be 
conjugate (Lentin, A. and Schiitzenberger, M. P. (1969)) if wl --~ uv and w 2 = vu 
for some u, v ~ X*. Thus a language A over X is reflective if it is "self-co- 
jugate". Indeed, the notion of reflectivity in an arbitrary monoid corresponds 
to that of normality in a group. I f  A is any language over X, then the principal 
congruence PA is called the syntactic congruence of A and the quotient monoid 
X* /P  A is called the syntactic monoid of A.  A language S over X is called a star 
language if S is a submonoid of X*. Given a language A over X then the language 
0o 
./1" = Ui=o A~ is the star language generated by A. For every star language S, 
there is a unique minimal set of generators denoted by A or A1/~ and S = (A)*; 
A is also called the root of S. 
A non-empty subset C of X + is called a code if 
ala2 "'" am = bib2 "'" b~ , ai , bj ~ C 
implies m - -  n and a 1 ~--- bl, . . . ,  a~ ---- b,~. I f  C is a code, then C is the root 
of C*. Furthermore, C is a code if and only if C*xnC*  ~ ;J and 
xC* n C* ~ ~ implies x ~ C* (Lentin, A. and Sch/itzenberger, M. P. (1969)). 
* This research as been supported by The National Research Council of Canada 
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A language A over X is said to be infix if x 6 A and uxv E A implies u -= v ~- 1. 
Clearly if A is infix, it is bifix. 
Let A be a language over X. The alphabet ~(A) of A is the set ~(A) =~ {a I a ~ X 
and X*aX*  n A 4: ~ }. The socle/~(A) of A is the set of the non-empty words 
of A of minimal length. If Ix [  denotes the length of a word x in X*, 
then/~(A) ={x ix~AnX +andyEAnX +, iy l  ~<' ,x l imp l ies ly !  =- Ix~}. 
In recent years a number of papers have appeared which have been dew)ted 
to the study of the relationship between the star language S, its root ~ and its 
syntactic monoid, syn(S) (McNaughton, R. and Papcrt, S. (1971), Perrin, D. 
and Schiitzenberger, M. P. (1977), Perrot, J. F. (1972)). In this paper we study 
star languages S such that either S or ,~ is reflective with a view to obtaining 
properties of ~ and syn(S), the syntactic monoid of S. In particular, in the second 
section we consider the case of S free and prove two results (Theorems 2.6 
and 2.8) similar in nature to the following fundamental result of Schiitzenberger 
(see Perrot, J. F. (1977), Perrot, J. F. (1972), Schiitzcnberger, M. P. (1956), 
Schiitzenberger, M. P. (1961)). If S is a free star language over X with ,~ finite 
and syn(S) a group, then ~ = X k for some k >/ 1 and syn(S) is a cyclic group 
of order h. In Theorem 2.6 the finiteness of ~ is dropped and the condition that 
be infix substituted. Since a reflective code is infix (Proposition 2.3), we obtain 
the same result as proved in Theorem 2.6 (see Corollary 2.7) assuming that 
is reflective. Theorem 2.8 is basically Schiitzenberger's result quoted above 
with a slight twist and proved using elementary combinatorial methods. 
In Section 3, the notion of a linked code is introduced to establish properties 
of the root ~ of a reflective star language S in the ease ~ is also reflective. In 
particular, the case where ~ is a code is considered. 
2. REVLrCTIVV. Svta~ La~-ctraGv~ 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let C be a code over X and let M = syn(C*) = X* /P  c, 
be the syntactw monotd of C*. I f  C* zs reflective, then C* is a class of the syntactic 
congruence Pc* and M is a group or a group wzth zero. 
Proof. Since C is a code, then C*x n C* ~ ;g and xC* n C* @ ~ imply 
x 6 C*. Let rC*s n C* --A" ;g. Then, since C* is reflective, C*sr C3 C* @ 
and srC* n C* -7"-- ;g. Hence sr e C* and rs E C*. Conversely, if rs e C*, then 
sr ~ C* and, for every u e C*, sru E C*. Therefore rus ~ C* and rC*s C C*. 
This shows that C* is a class of the syntactic congruence Pc*. Therefore 
M --=- syn(C*) is a monoid with a disjunctive and reflective identity 1. 
Let a E M and suppose that a is not a zero element of M. Then 1 6 MaM.  
I f  not, then the set W -- {x I Mx  M n {1} = ~} is a class of the principal 
congruence determined by 1 and a ~ W. Since 1 is a disjunctive lement of M, 
then W is a singleton and a zero element of M. Hence a is a zero element, 
a contradiction. 
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From 1 E MaM,  it follows that 1 = xay for some x, y ~ M. Since 1 is reflective, 
then ayx = 1 = yxa. Therefore M is a group or a group with zero. | 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C be a regular code. Then the following properties 
are equivalent: 
(1) C* is reflective; 
(2) C* is a class of the syntactic congruence Pc*. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2) by Proposition 2.1. 
(2) ~ (1) let M = syn(C*). Since C is regular, M is finite and the set of  
invertible elements coincides with the set of right (left)invertible lements. 
Th!s is tantamount to saying that the identity of M is reflective. Since C* is 
the class of the identity, it follows that C* is reflective. | 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A reflective code C is infix. 
Proof. We prove first that C is bifix. For suppose without loss of generality 
that it is not prefix. Then there exist words ala2 "" a~ , aaa 2 "." a~a~+~ .." an ~ C. 
Since C is reflective, a~+ 1 .." a~ala 2 -." a~ ~ C. Thus (ala 2 ." a~) • (ak+ 1 ." 
a~ala2 "'" ak) ~ (ala~ "'" an) " (ala2 "" ak) contradicting the fact that C is a 
code. Thus C is bifix. Now if x ~ C and uxv ~ C, then x~ C and xvu ~ C, 
whence vu = 1. | 
Before proving the next few results we give two definitions and some examples: 
i i ... a~l, be an Let w -~ al~a~ element of X + with ai E X and ai ~ ai+l for all i. 
The skeleton of w, denoted skw, is the word ala 2 ... a~. By abuse of language 
We also say w is of skeleton k. A monoid M is said to be power-centered if for each 
x c M, there exists a positive integer n, depending on x, such that x n a Z(M) ,  
the centre of M. 
Examples. (1) C ~ {a2b, aba, ba 2, b 2} is a finite reflective code. An example 
of an infinite reflective code is given by P ~ {cianb~c ~,bic~anb ~, aib~c~M [i , j  >/O, 
i + j = n, n /> 1}. We remark that {a~b~c ~ I n >/ 1} is an example of an infix 
code which is not reflective. 
(2) Any periodic group is a power-centered monoid as is any nilpotent 
monoid. The direct product of two such monoids is again power-centered. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a power-centred monoid. Then M -- G U I where G 
is the group of units of M and I the maximum ideal of M .  
Proof. Suppose uv ~ 1. There exists n such that v ~ ~ Z(M) .  Now unv n ~ 1 
and thus u • unvlv ~ = un-avnu ~ 1 proving that u is a unit. It follows that the 
set of right units of M ~- set of left units of M whence M -- G t3 I. | 
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For the remainder of this section, if %o: X* --~ M is a homomorphism and A 
a subset of X*,  ~o(A) will be denoted by A. I f  the homomorphism in question 
is obvious (such as in the case where M is the syntactic monoid of a language) 
no mention of it will be made. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C be a code and suppose M = syn(C*) is power-centred. 
Then C is bifix, C* ~s a periodic group and M is a group or a group with zero. 
Moreover, i f  M is periodic, then for each a ~ ~(C), there exists a positive integer 
n(a) such that a n(~) ~ C. 
Proof. Let ~ E Z(M)  n C*. Let (~, 37) ~ C* -' ~. Then xuy ~ C* and hence 
xyu and ~y~C* .  Since C is a code, Xy~C*  whence C* ." ~ C C* -. i .  
The reverse inclusion is clear and thus ~ ----- i .  Let v~ ~ C*. Then ~ ~ Z(M)  ¢3 C* 
for some n. Thus C~ -= T and C* is a periodic group. Now let a ~ a(C). Then 
there exist u, v such that ~7 ~ (7*. By Lemma 2.4, ~ is a unit. Thus M is a group 
or a group with zero. If M is periodic, there exists m such that ~m = ~, whence 
for some n(a), a n(~) E C. | 
THeOReM 2.6. Let C be an infix code (possibly infinite) for which syn(C*) 
is power-centred. Then C = [~(C)] ~ for  some positive integer k and thus C* is 
reflective. 
Proof. (1) Let a ~ a(C). We show that some power of a lies in C. By 
the proof of Lemma 2.5, d is a unit. Hence there exists ~ such that ~ = i .  
It follows that a'~w ~ ~ C* for all n >~ 1. Suppose no power of a lies in C. Then, 
since C is infix, for each n >/ 1, there exists t~ >~ 0 such that a'~w*,z~ C where 
w -~ z,~z'n and I z~ I < l w I. I f  the set of the t~ is bounded, then there exist 
an infinite number of n~ such that a~w*z ~ C for a fixed t and z, contradicting 
infixity of C. Thus the tn are not bounded and hence there exist n~ < n~ < ..- 
and t I < t 2 < "" such that a'~w*~zi ~ C where w = z iz  ~ , I zi I < I w I but this 
again contradicts infixity of C. Thus for each a ~ ~(C), there exists n(a) such that 
a n(a} E C.  
(2) By (1) above, given a C = b~a(C) ,  there exist m and l such that 
a% b~ C. Suppose m >/1. Since M is power-centred, then if i + j - -=  m, 
i =# 0 @ j, there exists t such that a~bUa ~ ~ C*. Since C is infix, aibtta ~ ~ C 
whence by bifixity of C, a~b s~ C for some 0 < s < 1. Thus for each 0 < i < m 
there exists 0 < s < I such that aib ~ ~ C. I f  m > I there exist u =# v and j" 
such that aub ~ and a~'b ~ ~ C, contradicting suffixity of C. Thus m --~ l. It follows 
that for each a ~ ~(C), there exists a positive integer k independent of a such 
that a ~ 6 C. 
(3) By (2) we know that given 0 < i < k, there exists a unique j'(i), 
0 < j ( i )  < k such that a~b ~ti) ~ C. Suppose now 0 < i < I < k andj(i) ~j(1) .  
Then aZ-~aib~(i)b ~(z)-~(i) ~C, contradicting infixity of  C. It follows that i < l 
implies j ( i )  > j(1) whence for all i, 0 < i < k, we have i + j ( i )  = k. 
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(4) Suppose inductively that if u ~ a(C)* and ] sk(u)[ < v, then u ~ C -~ 
i i. t~ with ] w [ k, v ~ 3 and a! ,  a2,..., av ~ a(C). [ u [ = k. Let w = a~a~ . . .  a~ 
By induction, az~ ~ +i~aa~ "- a/~ ~ C. For some t, ~ ~ Z(M) .  Hence a~a~  t a~l ... 
a~, ~ C*. Therefore t.g-, 1-ai'tai~+'''+i,,atk-i-t., 1 - . . . .  i"J-,,~- . . . .  a~* ~ C*. Since C is prefix, 
ai~a~ "" a~ ~ C* because ai~ai~ +'''+~ ~ C by (3) above. Again by prefixity 
of C and the induction hypothesis, ~ ~ ~ aim * "" a ~ C. Using once more prefixity 
and the induction hypothesis, no word of skeleton v and length different from k 
can be in C. It  follows that C ---- [e(C)] ~. 
COROLLARY 2.7. I f  C is a reflective code such that syn(C*) is power-centred, 
then C = [~(C)]~ for some k >/ 1 and C* is reflective. | 
The following proposition is a consequence of Lemma 2.5 and a result of M. P. 
Sehtitzenberger (see Perrot, J. F. (1977), Perrot, J. F. (1972), Schfitzenberger, 
M. P. (1956) or Schtitzenberger, M. P. (1961)). However, we give here an 
elementary purely combinatorial proof. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let C be a finite code for which syn(C*) is power-centred. 
Then C = [~(C)] k, C* is reflective and M = syn(C*) is either a cyclic group 
of order k or a cyclic group of order k with zero. 
Proof. (1) By Lemma 2.5, C is bifix and since syn(C*) is finite, for each 
a ~ ~(C), there exists n(a) such that a "(a) ~ C. 
(2) Let a, b ~ ~(C) and suppose a m ~ C and b ~ ~ C, m > I. Let v be such 
that 6 z~ ~ Z(M) .  Then/7 ~*t ~ Z(M)  for all t ~> 1. Therefore, given 0 < i < m, 
a*bZ*~a ~-i ~ C* for all t />  1. Since C is finite and suffix, there exists 0 < j < l 
such that a~b ~ ~ C. As in (2) of Proposition 2.6 we derive a contradiction, proving 
that, given a e or(C), there exists k, independent of a, such that a k ~ C. 
(3) By (2) we know that given 0 < i < k, there exists 0 < j < k such 
that aib j ~ C. By Lemma 2.5, d ~ and ~ are periodic (of order t and v respectively, 
say). Thus /7~-~- i  = (~i/TJ)-l~ C*. It follows that b~k-~a~k-i~ C*. By 
bifixity of C, this implies b~-Ja ~-i E C. Thus atb ~ ~ C ~ bk-Jd ~-i ~ C. 
(4) Let w be a word of C of greatest length. I f  [sk(w)[ ----- 1, the words 
of C of greatest length have length k. Now if aib j ~ C, i + j < k, then bk-~a ~-i ~ C 
by (3) and (k - - j )  + (k - -  i) > k contradicting the fact that the words of maxi- 
mal length in C are of length k. Hence in this case aib j ~ C ~ i + j = k, 
Thus assume ]sk(w)[ >/2, w @a~ "" ~ " C* = a . Then a~1 ... i~ - %-1 *k av~-l~av av_ la  v 
for some t )1 .  Thus by prefixity of C and maximality of I wl, 
a~t .'. a~-l~a~-~a~_~ ~ C and a~-la~ ~ C. Assume inductively that a~t "" 
i v iv--s s tc--s s--1 " a~,_-~mv av_ 1 and ~ C. Consider al* ... i,_, "iv--S--1 ~k S c /"~$ av_ lavav_ l  av_rav  av_ la ,~av_ l  ~ 
By the induction hypothesis, prefixity of C and the maximality of the length of 
the word, a~l . . . .  %-,-1~+1 and a~-S-la a s a~ll ... t~v--1 "q~--I --1 ~ ~_~ e C. It follows that u---- 
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a~_-lx+~* e C and ] sk(u)] = v - -  1 < [ sk(w)[. Hence the words of C of maximal 
length are of length k. Hence, as above a~b j ~ C ~ ~ + j = k. 
(5) We observe that the hypotheses which enabled us to prove (4) of 
Theorem 2.6 hold in this case too. Hence C = [a(C] ~ and it is easy to see that 
this implies the last part of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let C be a finite code over X and suppose C* is reflective. 
Then C --- Yk  fo r some Y C _ X and some positive integer k and thus C is reflective. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 syn(C*) is a group. Since C is finite, syn(C*) 
is finite and thus power-centred. By Theorem 2.8 C = y1~ where Y = c~(C). | 
3. LINKED CODES AND APPLICATIONS 
A language A over X is called a linked language if xlx 2 ~ A,  y ly2E  A and 
] xlx2 ] = [ Yl Y2 I = I x2 Yl [ implies x 2 Yl ~ A.  Every linked language is reflective, 
because if xy E A, then ] xy ] = ] yx  ] and therefore yx  ~ A.  
Let us recall that every non-empty set C of words of the same length k ~ t 
is a code called a umform code of degree k, 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  C is a linked uniform code over X of degree h, then C = YT¢ 
where Y = c~(C). 
Proof. Let x = uaiv ~ C with ai ~ Y. I f  a t ~ Y, then there exist r, s ~ X* 
such that ra f  ~ C. Since C is reflective, we have aivu ~ C and ajsr ~ C. Since C 
is linked and uniform, then vuaj ~ C and uajv ~ C. Therefore each letter ai 
in a word x ~ C can be replaced by any letter aj ~ Y and the resulting word is 
still in C. Hence C = yT~. | 
We now apply the above lemma to investigate the root ~ of a reflective 
language S in case ~ is also reflective. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S be a reflective star language of X* ,  S ~ {1}, and 
suppose that the root ~ of S is reflective. Then 1~(3) = Y~ for some k ~ l, where 
Y = ~(/,(S)) and i~(S) is the socle of S. 
Proof. Clearly/~(S) _ S and/~(S) is a reflective uniform code. To prove the 
proposition, it is sufficient by Lemma 3.1, to prove that/~(S) is linked. 
Let x =x lx  2 and y =y ly2  ~/*(S) and suppose ]xlx2] = [YlY~I =- 
I x~y l ]= k. Then from xy = x lx~yly  2~ S follows y~xlx2y 1 ~ S. Since x 
and y e/~(S), we have 
(l) either Y2Xlx2Yl : zjz2 with Zl , z 2 ~/z(S). In this case x2y 1 : z 2 ~ iz(S). 
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(2) or y2xlx2Yl ~ ~. Since ~ is reflective, then xy = xlx2yly 2~ ~, a 
contradiction. 
Hence/ , (S)  is linked. | 
We remark that, under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2, a(/~(S)) ~ a(S) 
in general as the following example shows: 
Example. Let X~-- {a,b}, Sz  X*\a +. Then ~=(a~baJ  l i , j  >/O} and 
both S and ~ are reflective. However, a(/~(S)) = {b} but ~(S) = {a, b}. | 
It  will be shown later (cf. Proposition 3.5) that if in addition ~ is finite, then 
~(~(S)) = ~(S). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let C be a code over X and let Y ~ a(C). Then C = yk 
for some k >/ I ,~ C and C* are reflective. 
Proof. (~)  Immediate. 
(~)  I f  C*x n C* ~ ;~, then since C* is reflective, xC* ~ C* v~ ~.  
Therefore, since C is a code, we have x ~ C* and C is a prefix code. Similarly, 
it can be shown that C is a suffix code. 
Let M =/~(C*) be the socle of C*. Since C is the root of C*, then M_C C. 
I f  7(1 • ~(M), then, by Proposition 3.2, M = Y1 ~ for some k ~ 1. I f  M = C, 
then the proposition is proved. 
Suppose now that M # C and let 341 be the set of all of the words of minimal 
length in C\M. I f  Y2 = ~(M1), then }72 ~ Y1. Indeed, if Y2 C Y1, ux E M1 
for some u a M. Since C is a prefix code, x ~ 1 and we have a contradiction. 
Let C E Y2\Ya. Then there exists z a Ma such that z ~-ucv. Since C is 
reflective, cvu and vuc ~ C and hence cvu and vuc ~ 341 • Let a ~ Y1 ; then a k ~ M. 
From akvuc ~ C* follows cakvu e C*. Now ca~vu ~ C, because C is reflective. 
Hence ca~vu ~- clc ~ "" c~ with m >~ 2 and ci ~ C. Since [ ci[ >/k, and c 6 Y1, 
we must have c~ = ca~v '. Therefore a~v'c e C. Since C is prefix and a ~ a C, 
then v'c ---- I, a contradiction. | 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C be an znfix code over X and let Y ~-- o~(C). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C* is reflective 
(ii) Syn(C*) ispower-centred 
(iii) C -~ Yk for some k >/ 1. 
Proof. (iii) => (i) and (ii) Immediate 
(ii) ~ (iii) Theorem2,6 
(i) ~ (iii) By Proposition 3.3, it is sufficient o prove that A is a reflective 
code. It is immediate that A is a prefix and a suffix code. Let xy ~ ./1. I f yx  6 A, 
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then, since A* is reflective, yx  ~ A* .  Hence yx  ---- aia~ "'" a r with ai ~ A and 
t t t  r >/2.  Therefore y = a~ .-- aj and x -~ a~a~+t "'" ar with 1 v ~ a~ ~- a~a] 
and 1 ~< j ~< r. It follows then that a~ a~+t "" a~a~ ... a~ ~ A and a~ ----- a~ -~ 
a~ = 1, a contradiction. | 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let S v ~ (1} be a reflective star language over X and 
suppose that its root ~ is reflective and finite. Then I*(S) -~ Z ~ for some k >/1,  
where Z = a(S) and I~(S) is the socle of S. 
Proof. Let Y = ~(t~(S)). By Proposition 3.2, /~(S) = Y~ for some k /> 1. 
The proposition will be proved if we show that Y ---- Z. We have Y _C Z and 
t~(S) C ~. Suppose Y @ Z and let c ~ Z \Y .  Since S is reflective, then for every 
positive integer there exists u~ e X* such that c~u~ e S. Hence, since ~ is finite 
and generates S, there is a positive integer m such that C ~ e ~. Choose m minimal 
with this property. Since c 6 Y, then m > k. 
Let a e Y, then a ~ e/~(N) C ~:. Since c m e ~, then akc r~ e S and ca~c ~-1 ~ S. 
Since ~ is reflective, it follows that ca~c ~-1 ~ ~ and that ca~c ~-1 is the product 
of at least two elements of ~. Since c ~ q~ ~ for r < m then ca j e S for some] < k. 
But I caJ I ~ k. Hence I ca~ f ~ k and ca~ ~/~(S), a contradiction. | 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S ~ {1} be a reflective star language over X and let 
k be the length of the words in the socle tL(N). I f  Y ~- a(t,(S)) , then ~(S)  = yk  
i f  and only i f  yak n 2" -~ Z .  
Proof. (~)  Immediate. 
(~)  It is sufficient to 
Y ---- YlY~ ~/,(S) and suppose 
y2xlxzyl  ~ S. Hence 
(a) 
(b) 
show that /~(S) is linked. Let x ~ x lx  ~ and 
[ x2y 1 f = k. From xy = x lx~y ly  2e S follows 
eithery2xlxzy 1 = ZxZ 2 with z l ,  z 2 ~/~(S) and x2y 1 = z~ e / , (S ) ;  
or y~xax~yl ~y~k c~ ~, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let A ~ {1) be a non-empty language over X wtth 
Y = o~(/~(A*)). I f A*  is reflective and i f  .4 does not contain words of even length, 
then yk  C A where k is the length of the words in i~(A*). 
Proof. I f  B is the root of A*, then B__CA. Hence y2knB_ - -  ~ and 
/~(A*) = Y~. Since/~(A*) _C B _C A, then Y~ _C A. | 
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